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ancient Rows, whom we have already beheld driven to a last
retreat at Pol The former resembled the clans of Marwai m
their costume and manners, but, in their present sequestered
situation, had contracted an additional ruggedness They were
said to be very brave, but stupid, slothful, unprincipled, and
devoted to the use of opium and intoxicating liquors The
Rehwurs, and other clans who still professed allegiance to the
descendants of Row Sonungjee, wore considered to be more
civilized than the Marwarees, more honest, more subnussue,
but less active and warlike All the Rajpoots used swords and
shields, matchlocks and spears They often wore defensive
armor, either of leather or of chain, and placed it upon their
horses , they sometimes, but rarely, carried also bows Their
plan of war was to defend their villages , they seldom, except
after an ineffectual defence, took to the woods like the Koolccs,
and were quite incapable of the desultory warfare so congenial
to the temper of the latter tribe The Koolees, or Bheels (for,
though the former would resent the classification, the dis-
tinctions between them need not here be noticed), were, as has
been observed, by far the most numerous of the inhabitants of
the Myhee Kanta They were more diminutive in stature than
the other inhabitants, and their eyes wore an expression of
liveliness and cunning Their turbans, if they used any, were
small, their common head-dress was a cloth carelessly wrapped
round the temples , their clothes were usually few and coarse ,
they were seldom seen without a quivei of arrows, and a long
bamboo bow, which was instantly bent on any alarm, or even
on the sudden approach of a stranger The natives described
them as wonderfully swift, active, and hardy, incredibly
patient of hunger, thirst, fatigue, and want of sleep , vigilant,
enterprising, secret, fertile in expedients, and admirably cal-
culated for night attacks, surprises, and ambuscades Their
arms and habits rendered them unfit to stand in the open field,1
1 The Scottish Lowlanders entertained a similar opinion of the High
land clans A ballad, entitled ' Bonny John Seton,' has the following
verses —
The Highland men they're clever men,
At handling sword and shield,
But yet they are too naked men
To stay in battle field.

